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210 Howe vei there is nothing to suggest that Prat Carton part/ciatedin collusion on the October

1989 price increase before it was Implemented anc4 moreovei that it actually increased its prices

for GC cartonboard at that time It/s apparent from the appllcants replies to the written

questions put by the Court that Prat Cartons production in 1989 was made up as to more than

80% of GD cartonboara which was not concerned by the price in crease in quest/on Moreover

the meeting of the Economic Committee of October1989 was held approximately eight months

before Prat Caftonc first proven particioation in meeting of the JMC the body which according

to the Decision const/tutea together with the PWG the place where the main discussions with an

anti-competitive object took place

211 In the Ii/it of those factors the possibility cannot be ruled out that Prat Cartonc

representatives at the meeting of the Economic Committee of October1989 mjqht not have

been aware of the context/n which the discussions on prices took p/ace Moreovem In the

absence of evidence as to its conduct on the market as regards prices duiig the relevant perloo

It/s possible that Prat Carton might have considered that the discussions did not concern its own

hidMdual situation Consequently in so far as the discussion at the meeting of the Economic

Committee on October1989 might have been exceptional in nature for Prat Carton that

undertaking cannot be criticised for not having pub/idy distanced Itself from the outcome of the

discussions at that meeting

212 Second there is no passage In appendix 70 to the statement of objections which establishes

the real nature of the discussions which led to the programmed plan to collude on plant downtime

for the future All the references which it makes to specific periods of downtiThe in fact concern

past data It/s true that the document contains passage relating to the future use of plant 1f

the poor entry of orders and poor loading of machines continues it is dear that it will be

necessary to consider stopping product/on according to demandf Bel anhaltendschlechteni

Auftragse/ngang undsch/echter Belegung 1st es nahellege4 entsprechend deni Marktbedaifein

Abstellen zu iiberlegen Howe vei as Prat artonLcparticoation in the Economic Committee

meeting in question does not demonstrate its partici in collusion on prices for the reasons

given above it does not constitute sufficient evidence of its parfJciation In collusion on downthne

eithei Mere reference to possible necessity to take downtime in future cannot be regarded as

an Infringement of the Community competition rules because at least for undertakings which did

not participate in collusion on prices it maysimplyreflect on objective obseivatlon on prevailing

market conditions

213 In the /ight of the foregoing Prat Carton pait/cioation frI the Economic Committee meeting

of October .1989 does not constitute sufficient evidence of its pafticiation in an infringement of

Art/de 851 of the Treaty

Storas statement concerning the transmission of Information to undertakings not present at

the meetings

214 In the statement on which the Commission relies annex 38 to the statement of objections

Stora provides information concerning the producers which were informed of the outcome of

the meetings of the PWG The Stora Producers believe that the Spanish producers were

generally informed by Saffa orby Fmnnboard The other Spanish producers who are members of

the PG Paperboard are Papefe del Centra SA Prat Carton 5A Rcmani Esteve SA Sarrió SA and

Tampella Espanola SA

2.t5As is dearly apparent from the wording of that statement Stora is merely Indicating its belief

that Prat Carton was informed of the outcome of tile meetings of the PWG The basis for that

belief is not/n fact indicated In those circumstances that statement cannot constitute proof of

Prat Cartons particivation in an infringement of Article 851 of the Treaty That conclusion is all

the more necessary in view of the fact that Storas assertions frnphicate several other member

undertakings of the PG Paperboard which were not considered in the Decision to have

paffiaated In any infringemenL

Pafficoation of Prat Carton in meetigs of the JMC

216 The Commission submits that there Ac no proof that Prat Carton did not participate in the

meetings of the JMC before June 1989 because there/s no official record of the paiticiation of

the various undertakings in those meetings prior to the Commfss/onc investiqations

217 Ho we ve the onus of proving that Prat Carton infringedArtlde 851 of the meaty is on the
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Commission Consequently its mere allegations concerning Prat Cartons possible particaUon In

meetings of the INC during the period/n quest/on are without foundation

Conclusion as regards the period in question

218 In view of the whole of the foregoing the evidence on which the Commission refles even

considered as whole does not prove Prat Cartons partlciation in an infringement of Art/de 85

of the Treaty from mid-1996 until June 1990

PerIod from June 1990 to Februay 1991

219 It is not dLcputed that Prat Carton participated in three meetings of the INC during the period

under consideration namely those of 27 to 28 June 1990 September1990 and to October

1990 As regards Prat Cartons actual conduct on the market the Commission considers that it

has evidence which shows that that undertaking took part In the concerted price increase of

Jan uaiy 1991 the only concerted price increase implemented during that period

220 Having regard to those matters it Is necessaiy to consider whether Prat Cartons partiaation

in the three constituent elements of the Infringement during that period is sufficiently pro ved by

the Commission

Participation of Prat Carton in collusion on prices

221 According to the Commission the ma/n purpose of the JMC was from the outset

to determine whether and/Iso how price increases could be put into effect and to report its

condusions to the PWG

to work out the details of the price initiatives decided by the PWG on county-by-countiy basis

and for the major customers with the aim of achieving an equivalent I.e uniform price system/n

Europe .. point 44 last paragraph of the Decision

222 More specifically the Commission maintains In the first and second paragraphs of point 45 of

the Decision that

This committee discussed market-by-market how the price increases agreed by the PWG were to

be imp/enientedby each producer The practical/ties of bringing proposed price increases Into

effect were addressed/n round table discussions with each participant having the chance to

comment on the suggested increase

Difficulties in the implementation of price in creases dedded by the PWG or the occasional refusal

to cooperate were reported back to the PWG which then as Stora put it sought to achieve the

level of cooperation considered necessaly Separate reports were made by the JMC for GC and

GD grades If the PWG modified pricing decision on the basis of the reports it had received back

from the JMC the steps necessary to Implement ft would be discussed at the next meeting of the

JNC

223 The Court finds that the Commission was entitled to refer to Store statements appendices

35 and 39 to the statement of objections as support for those findings as to the object of the

meetings of the JMC

224 Moreover even if the Commission does not possess any official minutes of meeting of the

JMC it obtained from Mayr-frfein/iofandReria some Internal notes relating to the meetings of

September1989 16 October1989 and September1990 appendices 117 109 and 118 to the

statement of objections Those notes the tenor of which is given in points 80 82 arid 87 of the

Decision set forth the detailed discussions held during those meetings relating to concerted price

initiatives They therefore constitute evidence which dearly corroborates the description of the

INCS functions given by Stora

225 In that regard it suffices to refer by way of example to the note obtained from Rena

regarding the INC meeting of September1990 Append/k 118 to the statement of objections

in which it/s stated inter aila

Price increase will be announced next week in September

FFF4ONL NLGJ4DDMJ2ILIT8OBBF2.5OCHSF9GBE4OIRLE45

All grades should be increased equally GD ID GT GC etc

Only price increase year For deliver/es from 7Jan Not later than 3lstlanuaiy l4of

September letter with price increase Mayr-Melnhof 19 Sept FeidmOhie sending its letter
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Cascades before end of Sept All must have sent out their letters before October

226 As the Commission explains in points 88 to 90 of the Decision It was a/so able to obtafr

internal documents suppotlfrig the condusion that the undertakings andii particular those

named/n appendllx 118 to the statement of objections actually announced and implemented the

agreed price /ncreasei

227 Even though the documents on which the Commission relies concern only sinai/number of

the JMCs meetings held dutig the period covered by the Decision all the available documentary

evidence corroborates Storac statement Indicating that the mafri object of the JMC was to

determine and plan the fmpkmentation of conceited price increases The almost total absence of

minutes whether official or internal of the meetings of the JMC must be regarded as suffident

proof of the CoriimisslonS assertion that the undertakings which participated in the mee/frigs

attempted to hide the true nature of the discussions fri that body see in partfcula point 45 of

the Decision In those drcumstances the burden of proof has been reversed and ft Is for the

addressees of the Decision which partic4iated in the meetings of that body to prove that it had

lawful object Since such proof was not adduced by those undertakings the Commission was

entitled to consider that the discussions which the undertakings held in the meetings of that body

hada princioally anti-competitive object

228 As regards the individual position of Prat Carton its partidpation In three meetings of the

JMC during period of approximately eigfit months must in the fight of the foregoing and

notwithstanding the lack of documentary evidence relating to the discussions which took place at

those three meetings be regarded as constituting sufficient proof of its patlciation in collusion

on prkes during that period

229 That finding is borne out by the documents referred to by the Commission relating to Prat

Carton actual conduct in regard to prices price increase for all grades of cartonboard was

decided on at the beg/nnfrg of September 1990 and announced by the various undertakings in

September/October 1990 as is apparent from appendix .118 to the statement of objections That

Increase was to enter into force In all countries concerned in January1991

230 In telefax from Prat Carton dated 26 September1990 document G-158 it is stated Inter

a/ia as follows

We are planning to hicrease prices in al/countries iii January1991

For France we think in an increase of FF 400/T for all quallties

231 Even though that telefax mentions the precise amount of the en visaged price increase for

one country only it proves that Prat Carton announced price increases/n conformity with the

decisions adopteo according to appenth 118 to the statement of objections In the JMC In that

context the increases referred to in appendix 118 to the statement of objections do not refer to

the same sales volumes for all the countries in quest/on and the increase referred to for France

of FF 40 corresponds to price increase per 100 kg Moreovetj although there is no dispute that

documents F-15-9 and G-15-7 consisting of telefaxes exchanged between Prat Carton and

British undertaking at the end of Februay/begiiining of March 1991 show that Prat Carton

ultimately increased its prices in the in/ted Kingdom on/yin April1991 such postponement of

the hnpiementatioa date of the price increase/n one of the countries concerned/s not such as to

affect the condusivity of document G-.t5-8 as regards Prat Caftoncpartidpation In the January

1991 concerted price increase That reasoning appiles all the more since according to document

F-15-9 the price increase implemented by Prat Carton on the British market amounted to UKL 35

to 45 per tonne approachbig that ofJKL 40 indicated in appendix 118 to the statement of

objections

232 In the llght of the foregoing the Court considers that the Commission has proved that Prat

Carton particiatedin co/fusion on prices from June 1990 to February 1991

Partldoatlon of Prat Carton fri collusion on downtime

233 It has already been accepted that the Commission proved that the undertakings present at

the meetings of the PWGparticioateo with effect from the end of 198Z in collusion on plant

downtime and that downtime was actually taken as from 1990

234Accordlng to the Decision the undertakings which part/cioated in the meet/ligs of the JMC

a/so took palt in that collusion
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235 In that regard the Commission states inter al/a Besides the fides procedure which gave

gioba//sed figures it was regular practice for each indivfdua/producer to disclose its own order

backlog to competitors in JMC meetings.

This information on the number of days orders in hand was relevant for two purposes

dedding whether conditions were riht for introdudng concerted price increase

determining the downtime necessaly to maintain the supply-demand balance ... point 69 third

and fourth paragraphs of the Decision.

236 The Commission also observes as follows

However the PWG did not formally allocate the downtime to be taken by each producer.

According to Store there were practical difficulties in reaching coordinated plan on downtime to

corer all the producers. Store says that for these reasons only loose system of encouragement

existed second Store statement p. 15.

It seems again that it was the main producers who took upon themselves the burden of reducing

output so as to maintain pr/ce levels.

The unoffidai notes made of two JMC meetings one in January 1990 see redtal 84 the other in

September .1990 recItal 87 as well as other documents recitals 94 and 95 confirm however

that the major producers kept their smaller competitors dosely and continuously informed in the

P6 Paperboard of tlieir plans to take additional downtime as an alternative to decreasing

prices point 71 of the Dedsion.

237 The Court finds that the Commission is justified fti referring to Store second statement

appendix 39 to the statement of objections point 25 to support its assert/on that although the

PWG did not formally indicate the downtime to be taken by each producer loose system of

encouragement existed to that effect.

238 As regards the undertakings which participated in the meetings of the JNC the documentaiy

evidence relating to those meetings appendices 109 117 and 1.18 to the statement of objections

c/ted above confirm that discussions on downtime took place in the context of the preparation of

concerted price increases. As has a/reedy been observed see paragraph 104 above appendix

118 to the statement of objections refers to order backlogs for several manufacturers and notes

that certain manufacturers were contemplating downtime. Moreover a/though appendices 109

and 117 to the statement of objections do not contain information relating directly to the

downtime envisaged they show that the state of order backlogs and order entries were discussed

at the meetings in question.

239 Those documents read/n conjunction with Stores statements constitute sufficient proof of

paiticioation in collusion on downtime by the producers represented at the JMC meetings. Since

the aim of collusion on announced prices was to Increase transact/on prices see paragraphs 48 to

61 above the undertakings particioating in collusion on prices were necessarily aware that the

object of examining the state of order backlogs and order entries and discussions on possible

downtime was not merely to determine whether the market conditions were favourable to

concerted price increase but also to determine whether downtime was necessary/n order to avoid

the agreed price level being jeopardised by an excess of supply. In particular it is apparent from

appendic 118 to the statement of objections that the particioants In the JMC meeting of

September1990 agreed on the announcement of an imminent price increase even though

severe/producers had stated that they were preparing to stop production. Consequently the

market conditions were such that the effective application of future price increase was going to

require in al/probability that additional downtime be taken and this is therefore

consequence which was accepted at/east Implicitly by the producers.

240 on that basis and without the need to consider the other evidence on which the Commission

relies/n the Decision appendices 102 113 130 and .131 to the statement of objections the

Court finds that the Commission has proved that the undertakings paticioating in the meetings of

the JMCand in the collusion on prices took part in collusion on downtime.

241 Prat Carton must therefore be considered to have participated from June 1990 to February

1991 fri collusion on downtime.

Particioatfon of Prat Carton in collusion on market shares
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242 It has already been accepted that the Commission has proved that the undertakings present

at the meetings of the PWGpaticrateo from the end of 198 in collusion on market shares

see paragraphs 84 to .114 above

243 In support of its dafrn that the undertakings which did not partIciate In the meetings of the

PWG also took part in collusion in that regard the Commission states in the Decision

While the smaller cartonboard producers attending meetings of the JMC were not privy to the

detailed discussions on market shares in the PWG they were as part of the price before

tonnagepoilcy to which they all subscribe4 well aware of the general understanding between

the major producers to maintain bnstant levels of supply and no doubt of the need to adapt

their own conduct to It point 58 first paragraph of the Decision

244 A/though it does not emerge expressly from the Decision the Commission Is in this respect

confirming Stora statements accordfrig to which

Other producers who did not particate in the PW were not generally informed of the detail of

the market share discussions Nevertheless as part of the price before tonnage policy in which

they particiate4 they would have been aware of the understanding by the majir producers not

to undermine prices by maintaining constant levels of supply

As regards the supply of GCgrades in any event the shares of the producers who did not

particioate in the PWG were of such an frisiqnificant level that t/leirparticoation or non

partfcioatfon in the market share understandings had virtually no impact one way or the

other appendix 43 to the statement of objections point .1.2

245 The Commission like Store is therefore proceeding from the assumption that even in the

absence of direct evidence the undertakings which did not participate in meetings of the PWG
but which have been proved to have subscribed to the other constituent elements of the

infringement set out in Artide of the Decision must have been aware of the existence of

collusion on market shares

246 Such ifrie of reasoning cannot be acceptecL First the Commission does not rely on any
evidence to show that the undertakings which were not present at the meetings of the PWG
subscribed to general agreement pro v/ding in particulai for the freezing of the market shares

of the main producers

247 Se cono the mere fact that those undertakings particioated fri collusion on prices and

collusion on downtime does not demonstrate that they also partidpated in collusion on market

shares Contrary to the Commissionc apparent daim the collusion on market shares was not

intrinsically linked to collusion on prices and/or collusion on downtime It suffices to point out that

the a/rn of the collusion on market shares by the main producers who met in the PW was

according to the Decision see paragraphs 78 to 80 above to maintain market shares at constant

levels with occasional amendments even during periods in which market conditions and/n

particular the balance between supply and demaac4 were such that it was unnecessary to control

product/on in order to guarantee the effective implementation of the agreed price increases It

follows that any particiat/on in collusion on prices and/or collusion on downtime does not show

that the undertakings which were not present at the meetings of the PWGpart/ci directly In

collusion on market shares or that they were or necessanTy should have been aware of iL

248 Third and lastly in the second and third paragraphs of point 58 of the Decision the

Commission relles as additional evidence to support the assertion in question on appendi .102 to

the statement of objections setting out note obtained from Rena which according to the

Decision relates to special meeting of the NPI held on October1988 It suffices to state that

the appilcant was not member of the NPI and that the reference in that document to possible

necessity to take downtime cannot for the reasons a/ready stateo constitute evidence of

collusion on market shares

249 In the liiht of the foregoing the Commission has not proved that Prat Carton participated fri

collusion on market shares in respect of the period from June 1990 to February 1991

Conclusions relating toparticioation of Prat Carton In an infringement ofArtide 851 of the

Treaty before Its acquisition by the applicant in February 1991

250 On the basis of all the foregoing considerations the Court holds that the Commission has

proved that Prat Carton partic/ateo from June 1990 to February 1991 iii collusion on prices and
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collusion on downtime Howevei Prat Cartoncpart/cioatJon in collusion on market shares during

that same period not sufficiently proven Ffriall as regards the preceding perloa namely from

mid-1986 to June 1990 the Commission has not shown that Prat Carton participated In the

constituent elements of the Infringement

The appilcatlon for annulment of Anide of the Dedsion

Arguments of the parties

251 The applicant puts forward plea alleging that the prohibition of future exchanges of

information Is unlawful It observes that neitherArticle norArtlde of the Veclcion concern the

first information exchange system of the trade association CEPI-Cartonboard hereinafter CEPI
referred to in points 105 106 and .166 of the Dedsion The prohibition of future exchanges of

Information would preclude both the future estab/thment by CEPI and its members induding the

applicant of new information exchange systems and also the spedfic system notified by CEPI to

the Commission at the end of 1993 system which moreovei not mentioned in the DecL5ion

252 Furthermore information exchange systems which do not seek to achieve prohibited results

such as price fixing or collusion on production volumes were never considered in the

Commisslonprevious practice to be un/awful if they did not include the exchange of indivfdua

confidential data The appilcant states that/n its Seventh Report on Competition Policy the

Commission explained that it had no fundamental objectIons to the exchange of statistical

Information through trade associations orspecla/ied reporting agencies even where the latter

provided breakdown of the data if the information exchanged did not permit identification of

Individual data

253 The plea is then set out/n two parts In the first part the applicant claims that the terms of

the prohibition/n Artlde of the Decision are essentially too vague and general In particuiai it

does not specify the circumstances/n which an information exchange system unrelated to

Individual data will be considered to be liable to promote collusion on prices or on production or to

control the implementation of an agreement on prices or market sharing

254 Furthermore Artide of the Decision does not specify the characteristics which the system

must display in order to satisfy the requirements that itshould exdude data in aggregated

form from which the behaviour of /ndMdua/ producers can be identified second paragraph

production and sales statfctlcs In aggregated form which could be used to promote or facilitate

common industiy behaviour thirdparagraph and any exchange of information of

competitive significance and anymeetings or other contact in order to discuss the significance

of the Information exchanged or the possible or likely reaction of the industiy or of Individual

producers to that information fourth paragraph

255Accordlng to the appllcan prohibitions of such vague and general kind seem to be

incapable of implementation ano fri any event are contraty to the princple of legal certainty

256 In the second part of the plea the applicant dIsputes the legality of the prohibit/on of

information exchanges even if aggregated on the state of order inflows and backlogs contained

fri the second paragraph ofArtide of the Decision

257 First such data provide mere indications of the general trend of general demand and do not

enable any producer or countly to be identified

258 Secona the exchange of data in question is particularly useful if not indeed necessety in the

cartonboard sector

259 Th1r4 the Commision has never forbidden the exchange of the information in question By

contrast it has considered exchange of information on stock levels present and historic market

priCes consumption transformation capacity and even pr/ce trends to be neutral from the point

of view of competition see in partlcuiai Commision Notice 87/C 339/07 pursuant to Artide 19

of Council Regulation No 17/62 concerning request for negative dearance or an exemption

underAttide 853 of the EEC Treaty Case No IV/32.076 European Wastepaper Information

Service 031987 339 hereinafter the EWIS notice9 and the Seventh Report on

Competition Policy points to

260 The Commission observes that Article of the Dedsion does not affect the information

exchange system notified by CEPI which was being considered by the competent Commission

department when the action was brought
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261 It also contends that the directions set out inArtide of the Decision are normal given that

it has not obtained evidence of the cessation of the infringement and the scope of such directions

depends upon the behaviour of the undertakings Since those directions prohibit participation in

system with an object or effect Identical or s/rn//ar to that in question they merely apply the

general prohibition underArtide 85 of the Treaty Case T-34/92 fiatagri and New Holland Ford

CommIssion ECR II-9O5L They are also based on Art/de 31 of Regulation No 17 and are

in conformity with previous decisions approved by the Court of first Instance

262 In the present case the information exchange system was considered to be essential by the

members of the cartel and it enabled the ant/-competitive h7itiatives to be monitored and

implemented points 61 to 71 and 134 of the Dads/on Moreover it was still susceptible of

encouraging the producers to adopt anti-competitive conduct even after the amendments to the

system in 1991 point 166 of the Decision It Is necessaly to take account of those factors the

particular features of the cartonboard market and the situation diaracterised by the existence of

an a/most absolute cartel on the European market when assessing the scope of the directions set

out/n At-tide of the Decigion In the light of those considerations the Co Ut should reject the

applicants argument that the information prohibited from being exchanged/s general and that

Anide of the Decision infringes the princiv/e of legal certainty The prohibition of an information

exchange in particular as regards the information referred to in subparagraphs and of

the first paragraph of At-tide is not general but concerns solely information intended to

facilitate orpromote anti-competitive conduct

263 Lastly the EWIS notice concerned an economic context that was wholly different from that of

cartonboard point of the notice in particular because EWIS could supply only aggregate data

of sufficient number of members to ensure that the competitive behaviour of any individual

member could not be identified point of the notice

findings of the Court

264 It will be recalled thatArtide of the Decision provides as follows

The undertakings named in At-tide shall forthwith bring the said Infringement to an end if they

have not already done so They shall henceforth refrain in relation to their cartonboard activities

from any agreement or concerted practice which mayhave the same or similar object or effect

including any exchange of commercial information

by which the particioants are directly or indirectly informed of the production sales order

backlog machine uti//sation rates selling prices costs or marketing plans of other individual

producers or

by which even If no Individual Information is disdosed common industry response to

economic conditions as regards price or the control ofproduction is promoted facilitated or

encouraged

or

by which they might be able to monitor adherence to or compliance with any express or tacit

agreement regarding prices or market sharing in the Community

Any scheme for the exchange of general information to which they subscribe such as the F/des

system or its successor shall be so conducted as to exclude not only any Information from which

the behaviour of mdi v/dual producers can be identified but a/so any data concerning the present

state of the order inflow and backlog the forecast utilisation rate of production capacity in both

cases even if aggregated or the production capacity of each machine

Any such exchange system shall be limited to the collection and dissemination in aggregated form

of production and sales statistics which cannot be used to promote or facilitate common Industry

behaviour

The undertakings are also required to abstain from any exchange of information of competitive

siqnificance in addition to such permitted exchange and from any meetings or other contact in

order to discuss the significance of the information exchanged or the possibie or likely reaction of

the lndustty or of Individual producers to that information

period of three months from the date of the communication of this Deck/on shall be allowed for

the necessary modifications to be made to anysystem of information exchange
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265As is apparent from point 165 of the Dedsion Artide was adopted in accordance with

Article 31 of Regulation No 1Z By wrtue ofthatprovic/on where the Commission finds that

there is an infringement inter alia of Article 85 of the Treaty it mayrequire the undertakings

concerned to bring the infringement to an end.

266 It/s settled law that Art/de 31 of Regulation No 17 maybe applied so as to indude an order

directed at bringing an end to certain acts practices or situations which have been found to be

unlawful Joined Cases 6/73 and 7/73 Istltuto Chemioterapico Ital/ano and Commercial Solvents

Commission ECR 223 paragraph 45 Case C-241/91 and C-242/91 RTE and fTP

Commission ECR 1-743 paragraph 90 and also at prohibiting the adoption of similar

conduct/n the future Case T-83/91 Tetra Pak Commission ECR 11-755 paragraph 220.

267 Moreover since Article 31 of Regulation No 17/5 to be applied according to the nature of

the infringement found the Commission has the power to specify the extent of the obligations on

the undertakings concerned in order to bring an infringement to an end. Such obliqations on the

part of the undertakings maynot however exceed what is appropriate and necessaiy to attain

the objective sought namely to restore compliance with the rules infringed judgment in RTE and

fTP v-Commission cited above paragraph 93 to the same effect see Case T-7/93 Langnese-Iglo

Commission ECR 11-1533 paragraph 209 and Case T-9/93 Schöller Commission

ECR 11-1611 paragraph 163.

268 In the present case in order to verify whether as the applicant claims the scope of the

direction in Artide of the Decision is too wide it/s necessaly to consider the extent of the

various prohibitions itplaces on the undertakings.

269 The prohibition in the second sentence of the first paragraph of Artide requiring the

undertakings to refrain in future from any agreement or concerted practice which mayhave an

effect which the same as or similar to those of the infringements found/n Article .1 of the

Decision Is aimed solely at pre venting the undertakings from repeating the beha viour found to be

unlawful. Consequently In adopting such directions the Commission has not exceeded the

powers conferred on itbyArtide of Regulation No 17.

270 The provisions of subparagraphs and of the first paragraph ofArtide are

directed more specifically at prohibiting future exchange of commerdal information.

271 The direction in subparagraph of the first paragraph of Article whIch prohibits any

future exchange of commerdal Information by which the particinants directly or indirectly obtain

lndMduai information on competitors presupposes finding by the Commission in the DecIsion

that an information exchange of such nature is un/awful unclerArtide 851 of the Treaty.

272 It should be noted thatArtide of the Dedsion does not state that the exchange of

individual commercial information in itself constitutes an Infringement of Artlde 851 of the

Treaty.

273 It states more generally that the undertakings infringed that artide of the Treaty by

particoating in an agreement and concerted practice whereby the undertakings inter alla

exchanged commercial Information on deliver/es prices plant standsti/ls order backlogs and

machine utilisation rates in support of the above measures.

274 However since the operative part of decision must be interpreted in the liiht of the

statement of reasons for it Suiker in/a and Others Commission dted above paragraph 122 it

should be noted that the second paragraph of point 134 of the Decision states

The exchanging by producers of normally confidential and sensitive individual commercial

information in meetings of the PG Paperboard mainly the JMC on order backlog machine

dosures and production rates was patently anti-competitive being intended to ensure that the

conditions for implementing agreed price iiitiatives were as propitious as possible. ...

275 Consequently as the Commission duly found in the Decision that the exchange of individual

commerdal information in itself constituted an infringement ofArtide 851 of the Treaty the

future prohibition of such an exchange of information satisfies the conditions for the application of

Artide 31 of Regulation No .17.

276 The prohibitions relating to the exchanges of commerdai information referred to in

subparagraphs and of the first paragraph of Artide of the Decision must be considered In

the light of the second third and fourth paragraphs of that art/de which support what is
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expressed/n those subparagraphs It is/n this context that it/s necessary to determine whether

and If so to what extent the Commission considered the exchanges in quest/on to be illegal since

the extent of the obligatlons on the undertakings must be restricted to that which Is necessary in

order to bring their conduct Into line with what is lawful under Article 851 of the Treaty

277 The Decision must be interpreted as meaning that the Commission considered the fides

system to be contrary to Article 851 of the Treaty in that It underpinned the cartel poInt 134

third paragraph of the Dec/s/on Such an interpretation Is borne out by the wording of Article

of the Decision from which it/s apparent that the commercial information was exchanged

between the undertakings in support of the .. measures considered to be contrary to Article 85

of the Treaty

278 The scope of the future prohibitions set out/n subparagraphs and of the first

paragraph of Article of the Dec/s/on must be assessed in the /iht of that interpretation by the

Commission of the compatibility in the present case of the F/des system with Article 85 of the

Treaty

279 In that regard first the prohibitions in quest/on are not restricted to exchanges of indMdual

commercial Information but relate also to certain aggregated statistical data Article first

paragraph and second paragraph of the Decision Second subparagraphs and of the

first paragraph ofArtide prohibit the exchange of certain statistical information in order to

prevent the establishment of possible support for future anti-competitive conduct

280 Such prohibition exceeds what Is necessary in orderto bring the conduct in question Into

fine with what is lawful because It seeks to prevent the exchange of purely statistical information

which is not in or capable of being put into the form of/nd/v/dual Information on the ground that

the information exchanged might be used for anti-competitive purposes first it is not apparent

from the Decision that the Commission considered the exchange of statistical data to be/n itself

an infringement of Article 851 of the Treaty Second the mere fact that system for the

exchange of statistical information miqht be used for anti-competitive purposes does not make ft

contrary to Article 851 of the Treaty since in such drcumstances It/s necessary to establish its

actual anti-competitive effect It follows that the Commissions argument thatArtide of the

Decision is purely declaratory in nature paragraph 261 above is unfounded

281 Consequently the first to fourth paragraphs of Article of the Decision must be annulled

save and except as regards the following passages

The undertakings named in Article shall forthwith bring the said infringement to an end If they

have not already done so They shall henceforth refrain in relation to their cartonboard activities

from any agreement or concerted practice which may have the same or similarobject or effect

Including any exchange of commerdal Inform at/on

by which the participants are directly or Indirectly Informed of the production sales order

backlog machine uti/isation rates selling prices costs or marketing plans of other Individual

producers

Any scheme for the exchange of general information to which they subscribe such as the fides

system or its successor shall be so conducted as to exclude any information from which the

behaviour of individual producers can be identified

The claim for annulment or reduction of the amount of the fine

Need to reduce the fine on account of an erroneous definition of the subject-matter and

duration of the infringement

282 The applicant referring to the foregoing pleas and arguments claims that the Infringement

was quite different in terms of its actual extent its duration much shorter and its seriousness

much less than the Commission maintains and that the amount of the fine should therefore be

radically reduced

283 It/s apparent from the Courts findings In relation to the preceding pleas that the Commission

has correctly established in regard to the app//cant the existence and duration of the

infringement set out in Article of the Decision

284 It follows that this plea must be rejected

Error of appraIsal by the Commission In that it considered that the cartel was largely
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successful in achieving its objectives and infringement of the obIiation to state reasons fri that

regard

Arguments of the patties

285 The applicant daims that when fixing the amount of the fine the Commission committed an

error of appraisal in finding that the cartel was largely successful fri achieving its

objectives point 168 of the Decision The Commission did not take account of the evidence

adduced by the addressee undertakings ana more specifically by the applicant

286 The airangements for price announcements are normal in the sector and degree of

un/Torm/ty and simultaneity in price increase announcements by the different producers is due to

market conditions and particularly the transparency of the market The Commission did not take

account of the following factors transaction prices were always well below announ ced prices

there were always considerable differences between the prices appiled to each custome so

that there was no single price economic cydes had an effect on price developments and

the difference between the prices applied to each customer increased during the period in

question thus demonstrating increased pr/ce Individual/gallon

287 The development of transaction prices was determined solely by the market conditions

prevailing during the period in question and/n particular by the relatively sustained demanci

satisfactory and sometimes optimal capacity utilisation see points 13 to 15 of the Decision the

considerable increases in costs see points 16 to 19 ar4 lastly the existence of wholly normal

average rate of profitability throughout the period In those circumstances the Commission

should have conduded that the price increases were normal see also point 135 of the Dedslon
and that the increases/n transact/on prices that could be established were in accordance with

fundamental economic variables It should therefore also have concluded that the alleged cartel

had no effect on actual changes fri transaction prices

288 According to the appllcant transaction prices a/ways followed changes in costs The fall In the

cost of raw materials in the second half of 1989 was accompanied by considerable Increase in

labour and energy costs which make up approximately 35% of total costs for cartonboard

producers Nor does the fact that there was fall/n demand in .1991 mean that factors other than

market conditions influenced price changes since the producers had already announced the

single price increase in 1991 January increase In Autumn 1990 and planned It even earllei

289 Moreove the Comm/ssions assertion regarding the effects of the cartel Is In correct as

regards the alleged collusion on market shares since there was never any such collusion or

system for monitoring changes in the market shares of the different producers Furthermore

Sarriós market shares varied considerably over the period concerned

290 Lastly the applicant claims that the statement of reasons is defective in that there is

contradiction between the condusions as to the cartelc effects on the market and the findings of

fact fri the Decision itself

291 The Commission observes that during the period/n question prices were always Increased at

regular intervals and applied in conformity with the collusion of the producers in the committees

of the PG Paperboard that system to monitor compliance with the decisions Imposed by the

cartel was established by means of the detailed Information exchangeo and that the market

shares of the different producers were always maintained more or less at the same leveL In those

circumstances and having regard in particular to the abundant documentay evidence of the

carte/ the appllcants contention that the cartel did not substantially alter market trends is

indefensible

292 As to changes inprices the Commission observes that the success of the cartel must be

appraised as whole The success achieved is in no way belied by the unproven fact that the

applicant derived less benefit from it than others

293 As to market shares the modest changes in market shares of the various producers confirms

that the cartel was also highly successful in that regard

294 Lastly on the basis of the foregoing arguments the Commission disputes that the statement

of grounds of the Decision is defective as regards the cartefs effect on the market It refers in

particular to the analysis of the conditions of and changes/n the market/n points 16 21 and 137

of the Decision and submits that if the attempt to/so/ate an assertion from its context is res/stecl
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there Is no contradiction in the statement of grounds for the DecLion

Fhidftigs of the Court

295According to the seventh Indent of point 168 of the Decicion the Commi-sion determined the

genera/level of fines by taking Into account Inter alla the fact that the cartel was largely

successful/n achieving its objectives It Ls common ground that thIs consideration refers to the

effects on the market of the infringement found in At-tide of the Decision

296 In order to review the Commisions appraisal of the effects of the infringement the Court

considers that It suffices to consider the appraisal of the effects of the collusion on prices first it

is apparent from the DecLcion that the finding concerning the large measure of success/n

achIeving obftctives is essentially based on the effects of collusion on prices While those effects

are considered In points 100 to 102 115 and 135 to 13/of the Decision the question whether

the collusion on market shares and collusion on downtiThe affected the market was by contrast

not spedfically examIned fri It

297 Secon4 consideration of the effects of the co//us/on on prices a/so makes it possible fri any

event to assess whether the objective of the collusion on downtime was achievec as the ahn of

that collusion was to prevent the concerted price initiatives from being undermined by an excess

of supply

298 Thlrd as regards collusion on market shares the Commission does not submit that the

objective of the undertakings which particioated in the meetings of the PWG was an absolute

freezing of their market shares According to the second paragraph of point 60 of the Dedsion

the agreement on market shares was not static but was subject to periodic adjustment andre-

negotiation In view of that point the fact that the Commission took the view that the cartel was

largely successful in achieving its objectives without spedflca/ly examining in the Decision the

success of that collusion on market shares/s not therefore open to objection

299 As regards collusion on prices the Commission appraised the general effects of this collusion

Consequentiy even assuming that the individual data supplledby the appilcant show as it dafrns

that the effects of collusion on prices were in its case less siiniflcant than those found on the

European cartonboard market taken as whole such individual data cannot fri themselves suffice

to ca/I frito question the Commlssions assessment

300 It is apparent from the Decision as the Commission confirmed at the hearing that

distinction was drawn between three types of effects Moreo vet the Commission re/fed on the

fact that the price initiatives were considered by the producers themselves to have been an

overall success

301 The first type of effect taken frito account by the Commission and not contested by the

appllcant consisted in the fact that the agreed price increases were actually announced to

customers The new prices thus served as reference point/n individual negotiations on

transaction prices with customers see inter al/a points 100 and 101 fifth and sixth paragraphs

of the Dedsion

302 The second type of effect consisted in the fact that changes in transaction prices followed

those in announced prices The Commission states that the producers not only announced the

agreed price increases but a/so with few exceptions took firm steps to ensure that they were

frnposed on the customers point 101 first paragraph of the Decision It accepts that customers

sometimes obtained concessions/n regard to the date of enty into force of the increases or

rebates or/nd/v/dual reductions particularly on large orders and that the average net increase

achieved after all disco unts rebates and other concessions would always be less than the full

amount of the announced increase point 102 lastparagraph of the Dedsion Howevet

referring to graphs fri an economic study produced on behalf of several addressee undertakings of

the Decision for the purposes of the procedure before the Commission hereinafter the LE

report the Commission daims that during the period covered by the Dedsion there was dose

linear re/ationshii between changes IA announced prices and those in transact/on prices

expressed in national currencies or converted to ecu it condudes from this that the net price

increases achieved dosely tracked the price announcements albeit with some time lag The author

of the report himself acknowledged during the oral hearing that this was the case for 1988 and

1989 point 115 second paragraph of the Decision

303 When appraising this second type of effect the Commission could properly take the view that
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the existence of linear re/ationshi between changes in announced prices and changes fri

transaction prices was proof of an effect by the price initiatives on transaction prices in

accordance with the objective pursued by the producers There is In fact no dispute that on the

relevant market the practice of holding Individual negotiations with customers means that in

generai transact/on prices are not identical to announced prices It cannot therefore be expected

that in creases in transaction prices will be identical to announced price increases

304 As regards the vety existence of reiationshio between announced price increases and

transaction price increases the Commission was riiht lii referring to the LEreport which consists

of an analysis of changes/n the price of cartonboard during the period to which the Dec/s/on

relates based on information supplied by several producers including the applicant itself

305 Howe veç that report only part/ally confirms in temporal terms the existence of dose

linear relationshi Examination of the period 1987 to 1991 reveals three distinct sub-periods At

the oral hearing before the Commission the author of the LE report summarised h/s conduslon as

follows There is no dose relationshi even with lag between announced price increase and

market prices in the early part of the period in 1987 through 1986 There is such relatfonshi in

1988fl98 and then the re/ationshi breaks down and behaves rather oddly over the period

1990/1991 traiiscriot of the oral hearing 28 I-fe also observed that those temporal variations

were closely linked to variations in demand see in part/cula transcript of the oral hearing

20
306 Those condusions expressed by the author at the hearing are in accordance with the analysis

set out In his report and fri particular with the graphs comparing changes in announced prices

and changes in transaction prices LE report graphs 10 and 11 29 The Commission has

therefore only partially proved the existence of the dose linear relatlonshioon which it relies

307 At the hearing the Commission stated that it had also taken Into account third type of effect

of the price collusion namely the fact that the level of transaction prices was hiher than that

which would have been achieved/n the absence of any collusion Pointing out that the dates and

order of the price increase announcements had been planned by the PWG the Commission takes

the view/n the Decision that it ic inconceivable fri such circumstances that the concerted price

announcements had no effect upon actual price levels point 136 third paragraph of the

Dedsion Howeve the LEreport section drew up model which enabled forecast to be

made of the price level resulting from objective market conditions According to that repot the

level of prices determined by objective economic factors/n the period 1975 to 1991 would have

evolvet4 with minor variations in an identical mariner to the level of transaction prices applle4

indudfrig those during the period covered by the Decision

308 Despite those condusions the analysis/n the report does not just/fl finding that the

concerted price inithtives did not enable the producers to achieve level of transaction prices

above that which would have resulted from the free play of competition As the Commission

pointed out at the hearing it is possible that the factors taken frito account fri that analysis were

influenced by the existence of collusion So the Commission nhtly argued that the collusive

conduct might for example have limited the incentive for undertakings to reduce their costs

Howe ye the Commission has not argued that there is direct error In the analysis in the LE

report nor submitted Its own economic analysis of the hypothetical changes in transaction prices

had there been no collusion In those circumstances its assertion that the level of transaction

prices would have been lower if there had been no collusion between the producers cannot be

upheld

309 It follows that the existence of that third type of effect of collusion on prices has not been

proved

310 The above finthigs are in no way altered by the producers subjective appraisal on which the

Commission relied/n reaching the view that the cartel was largely successful in achieving its

objectives In that regare the Commission referred to fist of documents which itproduced at

the hearing Ho we ve even supposing that it could base its appraisal of the success of the price

initiatives on documents showing the subjective opinions of certain producers it must be

observed that several undertakings Indudlng the applicant nihtiy referred at the hearing to

number of other documents in the tile showing the problems encountered by the producers in

implementing the agreed price increases In those circumstances the Commissions reference to

the statements of the producers themselves Is insufficient for condusion that the cartel was
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Iargefysuccessfui In achieving its objectives

311 Having regard to the foregoing considerations the effects of the frifringement described by
the Commission are onlypartiallyproved The Court will consider the frnpllcations of that

condusion as part of its exercise of Its unilmited powers in regard to fines when it assesses tile

seriousness of tile infringement found In the present case see paragraph 334 beiow

312 Finally the appllcants content/on that the statement of grounds of the Dedsion is defectfve

in regard to the effects oft/ia Infringement Ic without foundatfon As follows from the above

examination the Decision contains detailed and consistent statement of grounds relating to the

effects of the /nfrhigem ent found

Etror of law by the Comm/cs/on in ho/ding that concealment of the cartel was an aggravating

factor and defective statement of reasons in that regard

Arguments of the parties

313 The appilcant submits that/fit/s accepted quod non that certain staggering in price

increase announcements was the result of collusion the Commission could not hold that

drcurnstance to be specific aggravating circumstance since the dLcguising of carte/is

inherent in tile infringement itseif

314 The appilcant adds that the fact that the Commission was unabie to find documentajy proof

of its allegations relating to the existence of an infringement does not mean that measures were

taken to disguise its existence

315 Lastly it daims that the grounds of the Decision are defective fri that the Dedsion does not

explain the reasons for which the concealment of carte/should be regarded as an aggravating

circum stance

316 The Commission contends that the concealment of the existence of cartel constitutes

factor which should be taken into account when assessing the seriousness of the infringement

judgment in BASF Commission cited above paragraph 273

findings of the Court

3llAccording to the thirdparagraph ofpoint 167 of the Dec/c/on particularly grave aspect of

the Infringement/c that/n an attempt to disguIse the existence of the cartel the undertaki2igs

went so far as to orchestrate/n advance the date and sequence of the announcement of each

major producer of the new price fricreases The Decision also states as follows the producers

could as result oft/i/c elaborate scheme of deception have attributed the series of uniform

regular and Industry-wide pr/ce increases/n the cartonboard sector to the phenomenon of

bfiiopoly behaviour point 73 thirdparagraph Finally according to the sixth indent of point

168 the Commission in determining the general level of fines took Into account the fact that

elaborate steps were taken to conceal the true nature and extent of the collusion absence of

any official minutes or documentation for the PWG and JMC discouraging the taking of notes

stage-managing the timing and order in which price increases were announced so as to be able to

dairn they were roiowfrig etc
318 The Commission rightly inferred from tile evidence obtained that the undertakings pre
arranged the dates and order of letters announcIng price increases/n an attempt to disguise the

existence of the concertation on prices This pre-arrangement is dear inparticular from Storac

statements appendA 39 to the statement of objedions point 30 was no standard

procedure for who would announce price Increase first and who would follow The PWG would

discuss and agree on who would announce each price increase first and the dates of

announcements of the other main producers The pattern was not the same each time Its

existence is also confirmed by the Rena note concerning the JMC meeting of September1990

appendix .118 to the statement of objections That document contains predse indications

regarding the dates for the announcement oft/ia January1991 price increases for certain

member undertakings of the PW Mayr-Melnhoi Fe/dm Oh/a and Cascades dates which

correspond exactly to the dates on which those undertakings actually sent their announcement

letters see points 87 and 88 of the Decision

3.19 The absence of offidal minutes and tile a/most total absence of internal notes relating to the

meetings of the PWG and of the JMC constitute having regard to the number of such meetings

to the length oft/me for which they continued and to the nature of the discussions/n question
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sufficient proof of the Commlssion allegation that the part/ciants were discouraged from taking

notes

320 It follows from the foregoing that the undertakings which particioated in the meethgs of

those bodies were not only aware of the unla1ufness of their conduct but also took steps to

conceal the collusion Accordingly the Commission was fully entitled to hold those steps to be

aggravating circumstances when assessing the gravity of the infringement

321 finally given that It explained/n the Decision precisely what conduct of the undertakings was

held to constitute aggivatlng circumstances the Commission gave sufficient statement of

reasons for its appraisal in that regard

322 This plea must therefore be reftctecL

Infringement of the princio/e of equal treatment fri that the Commission imposec4 without

objective reasons much hiiher fines than In its previous practice

Arguments of the parties

323 The applicant dainis that the increase in the level of the fine Imposed in comparison with

those adopted/n the Commissions previous deds/ons constitutes an unjustified difference in

treatment

324 Similar cartels have been punished much less severely see for example Commission

Decision 86/398/EEC of 23 April1986 relating to proceed/hg underArtide 85 of the EEC Treaty

V/31 .149 Polypropylene 031986 230 herehiafter the Polypropylene decision

325 LIkewise the general level of fines appears unjustified/n relation to Commission Decision

92/163/EEC of 24 July1991 re/at/hg to proceeding pursuant to Artlde 86 of the EEC Treaty

IV/31 043 Tetra Pak II 031992 72

326 The error in assessing the gravity of the infringement/s also confirmed by comparison with

the level of fines adopted fri Commission Decision 94/815/EEC of 30 November1994 relating to

proceeding underAitide 8501 the EC Treaty Cases JV/33J26 and 33.322 Cemenl 031994

343

32lAccord/ng to the Commission each infringement has Its own speda/features Since the

principle of equal treatment presupposes that sini7ar situations be treated in the same way it/s

impossible to compare the amount of fines Imposed/n the present case with those imposed for

infringements committed fri different ways and at different times The Commi5slon adds that It/s

in any event entitled to raise the level of fines if that is necessary/n order to ensure the

hnp/ementation of Community competition policy Case T-12/89 Soivay Commission ECR

11-907

findings of the Court

328 UnderArtide 152 of Regulation No 17 the Commission may by decision impose on

undertakings tines ranging from ECU 000 to 000 000 or sum in excess thereof but not

exceethqg 10% of the turnover in the preceding business year of each of the undertakings

particoatlng In the infringement where either intentionally or negligent/y they infringe Artide 85

of the Treaty In fixing the amount of the fine regard is to be had to both the gravity and the

duration of the infrhigement As is apparent from the case-law of the Court of Justice the gravity

of infringements falls to be determined by reference to number of factors including in

particuiar the specific circumstances and context of the case and the deterrent character of the

fines moreovei no binding or exhaustive list of the criteria which must be applied has been

drawn up order/n Case C-137/95 PSPO and Others Commission ECR 1-1611 paragraph

54
329 In the present case the Commission determined the general level of fines by taking into

account the duration of the infringement point 16/of the Decision and the following

considerations point 168
GROUNDS CONTINUED UNDER DOCNUM 694A 0334.2

collusion on pricing and market sharing are by their very nature serious restrictions on

competition

the cartel covered virtually the whole territory of the Community
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the Community market for cartonboard is an importantindustrial sector worth some ECU 2500

rn/I//on each yea/

the undertakigs partidpating In the infringement account for virtually the whole of the market

the cartel was operated in the form of system of regular Institutionalised meetings whfch set

out to regulate in explicit detail the market for cartonboard in the Community

elaborate steps were taken to conceal the true nature and extent of the collusion absence of

any offlci minutes or documentation for the PWG andiiIC discouraging the taking of notes

stage-managing the timing and order In which price increases were announced so as to be able to

dafrn they were Yollowing etc

the cartel was largely successful in achieving its objectives

330 Furthermore according to the Commlsslons reply to written question from the Court fines

of basic level of or Z5% of the turnover on the Community cartonboard market in 1990 of

each undertakfng addressed by the Decision were imposed on the undertakings regarded as the

ringieaders of the cartel and on the other undertakings respectively

331 It should be pointed out first that when assessing the general level of fines the Commission

is entitled to take account of the fact that dear infringements of the Community competition rules

are still relatively frequent and that accordingly it mayraise 1/ic level of fines in order to

strengthen their deterrent effect Consequently the fact that In the past the Commission applied

fines of certain level to certain types of infringement does not mean that it is estopped from

raising that Ic vei within the limits set out in Regulation No 1Z if that is necessaly in order to

ensure the implementation of Community competition policy see inter al/a Joined Cases 100/80

101/8c 102/80 and 103/80 Musique Diffusion Franca/se and Others Commission EC/

1825 paragraphs 105 to 108 and ICI Commission cited above paragraph 385

332 Secoi4 the Commission nhtly argues that on account of the specific cfrcumstances of the

present case no direct comparison could be made between the general level of fines adopted/n

the present decision and those adopted/n the Commission previous decisions in particular fri

the Polypropylene dedsion which the Commission itself considered to be the mostsimilarto the

decision in the present case Unlike/n the Polypropylene case no general mitigating circumstance

was taken into account/n the present case when determining the general level of fines Moreovei

as the Court has already hele the intricate steps taken by the undertakings to conceal the

existence of the infringement constitute particularly serious aspect of it which differentiates it

from the infringements previously found by the Commission

333 Thirc4 the Court notes the lengthy duration and obviousness of the frifnigement ofArtlde 85

of the Treaty which was committed despite the warning which the Commiss/ons previous

decisions fri particular the Polypropylene decision should have provided

334 On the basis of those factors the crlterh set out in point 168 of the Decision justify the

general level of fines set by the Commission Admittedly the Court has a/ready held that the

effects of the collusion on prices which the Commission took into account when determining the

general/eve/of fines are proved only in partt Howevet in the liqht of the foregoing

considerations that conclusion cannot materially affect the assessment of the gravity of the

infringement found The fact that the undertakings actually announced the agreed price Increases

and that the prices so announced served as basis for fixing individual transaction prices suffices

in itself for finding that the callus/on on prices had both as its object and effect serious

restriction of competition Accordingly In the exercise of its unlitnited jurisdiction the Court

considers that the findings relating to the effects of the infringement do not justify any reduction

in the general/eve/of fines set by the Commission

335 Finally in setting the general level of fines in the present case the Commission did not so

depart from Its previous line of dedsions as to obiie it to give more detailed account of the

reasons for Its assessment of the gravity of the Infringement see inter a/ia Case 73/74

Groupement des Fabricants de Papiers Peints de Be/gique and Others Commission ECR

1491 paragraph 31
336 Consequently this plea must be rejected

Insufficient statement of reasons and infringement of the ri/ its of the defence as regards

calculation of the fine
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Arguments of the parties

337 The applicant contends that in order to assess whether the Commission remained within the

limits Imposed byArtide 152 of Regulation No 17 and whether Its discretion in regard to fines

was exerdsed correctly and objectively ft/s necessary to establish whether the Decision sets out

the criteria applied by the Commission. The applicant cia/ms that the Decision does not satisfy

those requirements since it indicates neither the financial year taken into consideration In order

to determine fines nor the percentage rate applied/n order to ca/cu/ate each fine. It/s therefore

impossible for the applicant to conduct proper review of the legality of the Dedsion which

constitutes manifest breach of Its rights of defence.

338 The Commission points out that Article 152 of Regulation No 17 does not refer either

expressly or frnplledly to an obligation on the part of the Commission to indicate the method of

calculation adopted. Moreover the statement of reasons In the Decision relating to the factors

which determined the general level of fines and the level of fine imposed upon each undertaking

is wholly comparable to the statement of reasons given in s/rn//ar decisions. Furthermore no

previous case has ever p/aced it under an ob/iation to indIcate the more detailed criteria used to

calculate the fines.

339 The Commission submits that it is not required to fix the amount of the fines on the basis of

precise mathematical formula. Such an approach mir/7t lead undertakings to calculate In

advance the benefit which they would derive from particoating in an unlawful cartel. It considers

that It enjoys margin of discretion when fixing the amount of fines since fines constitute an

instrument of Its competition policy Case T-150/89 Martinet/i Commission 11-1165

paragraph 59.

340 Lastly it contends that the fact that certain additional details regarding the fines were

supplied by member of the Commission purely by way of guidance at press conference

cannot have an impact on the Decision nor does such guidance mean that the statement of

reasons for the Decision was lnadequate

findings of the Court

341 It/s settled law that the pu/pose of the obliqation to give reasons for an individual decision is

to enable the Community judicature to review the legality of the decision and to provide the party

concerned with an adequate Indication as to whether the dec/s/on is well founded or whether it

maybe vitiated by some defect enabling its validity to be challenged the scope of that obligation

depends on the nature of the act in question and on die context in which it was adopted see
inter alla Case T-49/95 Van Megen Sports Commission ECR 11-1799 paragraph 51.

342 As regards decision which as/n this case Imposes fines on several undertakings for

Infringement of the Community competition ru/es the scope of the obJiation to state reasons

must be assessed in the I/ic/it of the fact that the gravity of infringements falls to be determined

by reference to number of factors including in particular the specific circumstances and context

of the case and the deterrent character of the fines moreover no binding or exhaustive list of

criteria to be applied has been drawn up order/n SPO and Others Commission cited above

paragraph 54.

343 Moreover when fixing the amount of each fine the Commission has margin of discretion

and cannot be considered obliged to apply precise mathematical formula for that purpose see
to the same effect the judgment in Maitinelli Commission dtedabove paragraph 59.

344 In the Decision the criteria taken into account in order to determine the general level of fines

and the amount of Individual fines are set out/n points 168 and 169 respectively. Moreover as

regards the individual fines the Commission explains in point 170 that the undertakings which

particioated in the meetings of the PWG were inprincole regarded as ringleaders of the cartel

whereas the other undertakings were regarded as ordinary members Lastly in points 171 and

172 it states that the amounts of fines imposed on Rena and Stora must be considerably reduced

in order to take account of their active cooperation with the Commission and that eight other

undertakings induding the applicant were also to benefit from reduction to lesser extent

owing to the fact that in their replies to the statement of objections they did not contest the

essential factual allegations on which the Commission based its objections.

345 In Its written pleas to the Court and/n its reply to written question put by the Court the
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Commission explained that the fines were calculated on the basis of the turnover on the

Community cartonboard market In 1990 of each undertaking addressed by the Decision fines of

basic level of9or 75% of that Individual turnover were then imposeo respectively on the

uncfe.takings considered to be the cartel ringieadersand on the other undertakfrigs Finally the

Commission took into account any cooperation by undertakings dunig the procedure before It

Two undertakings received reduction of two-thirds of the amount of their fines on that basLs

while other undertakings received reduction of one-third

346 Moreover it is apparent from table produced by the Commission contaIning Information as

to the fixing of the amount of each mdi v/dual fine that although those fines were not determined

by applying the abovenientioned figures alone hi strictly mathematical way those figures werc

nevertheless systematically taken into account for the purposes of calculating the fines

347 Ho we vet the Decision does not state that the fines were calculated on the basis of the

turnover of each undertaking on the Community cartonboard market/n 1990 Furthermore the

basic rates of and 75% applied to calculate the fines imposed on the undertakings considered

to be rlngleadersand those considered to be ordinary members do not appear in the Decision

Nor does It set out the rates of reduction granted to Rena and Stora on the one hanc4 and to

eiht other undertakings on the othei

348 In the present case first poh7ts 169 to 172 of the Decision Interpreted/n the light of the

detailed statement/n the Decision of the allegations of fact against each of its addressees

contain i-e/e vant and sufficient statement of the criteria taken into account in order to determiie

the gravity and duration of the infringement committed by each of the undertakings in question

see to the same effect Case T-2/89 Petrofina Commission ECR II-1082 point 264

349 Secor4 where as/n the present case the amount of each fine Is determined on the basis of

the systematic application of certain precise figures the indication in the decision of each of those

factors would permit undertakings better to assess whether the Commission erred when fixing the

amount of the /ndMdual fine and also whether the amount of each individual fine Is justified by
reference to the general criteria applied In the present case the indication In the Dedsion of the

factors/n question namely the reference turnover the reference year the basic rates adoptec

and the rates of reduction lii the amount of fines would not have in volved any implldt disclosure

of the spedfic turnover of the addressee undertakings disclosure which miqht have constituted

an infringement of Article 214 of the Treaty As the Commission has itself stated the final amount

of each individual fine is not the result of strictly mathematical application of those factors

350 The Commission also accepted at the hearing that nothing prevented ft from indicating in the

Decision the factors which had been systematically taken into account and which had been

thvulgedat press conference held on the day on which that decision was adopted In that

regar4 it is settled law that the reasons for decision must appear/n the actual body of the

decision and that save in exceptional circumstances explanations given expost facto cannot be

taken into account see Case T-61/89 Dansk Peisdyravierforening Commission ECR II-

1931 paragraph 131 ana to the same effect Case T-30/89 Hiiti Commission ECR II-

1439 paragraph 136

351 Despite those findings the reasons explaining the setting of the amount of fines stated hi

points 167 to 172 of the Dedsion are at least as detailed as those provided/n the Commission

previous decisions on similar infringements Although plea alleging insufficient reasons concerns

matter of pub/ic interest there had been no critic/sm by the Community judicature at the

moment when the dedsion was adopted as regards the Commissions practice concerning the

statement of reasons for fines Imposed It was only/n the judgment of 6Apr11 .1995 in Case

148/89 TrØfliunion Commission ECR II-1063 paragraph 142 and/n two other judgments

given on the same day T-147/89 SociØtØ Mdtallurgique de Normandle CommissIon ECR

II-105Z summary pubilcation and T-151/89 SociºtØ des Treilils et Panneaux SoudØs

Commission ECR 11-1191 summary pub/kation that this Court stressed for the first time

that It/s desib/e for undertakings to be able to ascertain in detail the method used for

calculating the fine imposed without having to bring court proceedings against the Commissionc

decision fri order to do so

352 It follows that when it finds/n dedsion that there has been an infringement of the

competition rules and imposes fines on the undertakings partici fri it the Commission must
if ft systematically took into account certain basic factors in order to fix the amount of fines set
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out those factors in the body of the decision in order to enable the addressees of the decision to

verify that the level of the fine is correct and to assess whether there has been any
discdmin at/on

353 In the specific circumstances set out/n paragraph 351 above and having regard to the fact

that/n the procedure before the Court the Commission showed itself to be willing to supply any

relevant Information relating to the method of calculating the tines the absence of specific

grounds in the Decision regarding the method of calculation of the fines should not In the present

case be regarded as constituting an infringement of the duty to state reasons such as would

justify annuim ent In whole or in part oldie fines Imposed Finally the applicant has not shown

that it was prevented from properly asserting its rig/lts of defence

354 Consequently this plea cannot be upheld

Error of appraisal by the Commission in not taking due account of the role played by Sarrió in

the cartel and its actual conduct on the market and failure by the Commission to state reasons in

that regard

Arguments of the parties

355 The applicant daims that the CommissIon did not take due account of its particular position

on the market and/n the PG Paperboard It gives detailed descri of its position on the

market and explains that from the point of view ofproduction capacity it was only the fifth and

fourth producer/n Western Europe In 1990 and 199 respectively see the studies referred to in

point of the Decision and that its market share was ha/f of that of the market leader Moreover

owing to its special/sat/on in GD grades it did not have the flex/billy of those producers with

significant production in both the GD grade and GCgrade sectors It was and is still exposed to

the heih degree of aggressiveness of Scan dma v/an producers who benefit from direct and

integrated access to virgin fibres and of German andAustrian producers who benefit from

national recycling rules It was in order to face up to its competitors dynamism that in .1986 it

asked to be allowed to partic/ate in the meetings of the PG Paperboard with the Intention of

monitoring its main competitors conduct

356 The Commission has not adduced any proof relating to the applicants actual conduct or put

fotward any argument to refute its assertion that Its transaction prices were determined

autonomously and in accordance with market conditions there were considerable

discrepancies between announced prices and transaction prices its market shares had

fluctuated considerably throughout the period under consideration and in alinment with

market conditions it had never taken downtime The applicant states that It never took Initiatives

intended to restrict its competitors freedom of action The only evidence of such conduct is

private note from one manager of competitor to that of another However that note is/n

general terms and the conduct referred to in it/s merely attributed to the applicant appendi 109

to the statement of objections

357 The applicant dainis that an examination of its actual conduct showed that it did not

correspond to that of the alleged cartel and this should have led the Commission to assess the

applicants position rnuth more favourably when determining the amount of the fine The note

discovered at FS Carton on which the Commission relies as evidence of the actual

implementation of the cartel by the applicant does not in any way relate to its actual conduct on

the market but merely shows its particvation in concerted action on announced prices

358 Lastly the Decision is vitiated by an inadequate statement of reasons/n that without giving

any grounds the Commission failed to assess the essential evidence adduced by the applicant/n

regard to its role with/n the PG Paperboard and its conduct on the market

359 The Commission contends that/n point 169 of the Decision it took account both of the role

played by each undertaking in the collusive agreements and the app//cants actual conduct The

Decision contains correct statement of reasons In that regard

findings of the Court

360 It follows from the Courts findings relating to the applicants pleas in support of its

application for annulment in whole or in part of Article of the Decision that the nature of the

PWGs functions as set out in the Decision has been demonstrated by the Commission

361 In those drcumstances the Commission was fully entitled to condude that the undertakings
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induding the applicant which partkioated In the meetings of that body had to be regarded as

riigfeaders of the fnfringement found and that accordingly they had to bear special

responsibility see point .170 first paragraph of tile Decision The applicants explanation that it

part/civatedin the meetings of the PWG only in order to obtain information which would permit It

to monitor the behaviour of its principal competitors merely confirms the essentially ant/

competitive purpose of its partlaatfon

362 Moreover the applicant has not in any way proved that it played an essentially passive role in

the bodies of the PG Paperboard and that its actual conduct on the market was always

determined independently

363 It is not disputed that the applicant actually took part/n the concerted price initiatives by

announcing the agreed pr/ce increases on the market Furthermore as the Commission has

correctly daimed it/s dear from appendix 1C9 to the statement of objections see paragraph 55

above that the applicant asked other producers to abide by the agreed price increases Lastly as

to the applicants actual behaviour/n regard to prices there is nothing to support the conclusion

that its tmnsaction prices were sinificantly lower than those of the other producers partic/oating

in the collusion on prices

364 As to the applicants arguments based on the fluctuations in its market shares during the

period of the infifrigement fo und by the Dedslon it suffices to state that the applicant argues that

those fluctuations are explained by the fact that severa/producers had in creased their production

capacities in order to meet the strong growth/n demand found until 1990 In those

drcumstances although it/s true that the applicant did not carry out any increase in Its

production capacities before the acquisition of Prat Carton in February 199.1 the fluctuations in its

market shares cannot constitute factor mitigating Its responsibility for its unlawful conduct

365 Furthermore it was only/n 1990 that market conditions were such that the undertakings

considered that it was necessary to take actual downtime and according to the Decision itseIf

there was merely loose system of encouragementin that regard see paragraphs 96 and .151

above Consequently since the applicant took part/n meetings at which the question of

downtime was dealt with but did not pub//dy distance itself from the discussions which took

place the Court considers that even assuming that the applicant did not take downtime during

the period covered by the Decision that fact cannot prove that Its own conduct might have

helped to counter the anti-competitive effects of the infringement found

366 In short In the light of its grounds as whole the Decision adequately explains the

Commissions appraisal of the applicants role in the infringement found and of its conduct on the

market

367 Consequently this plea must a/so be rejected

The Commission ought to have taken certain mitigating circumstances Into account

Arguments of the parties

368 The applicant daims that even assuming that the cartel must be considered in general to

have affected market conditions the CommIssion when appraising the applicants situation

should have recognised as mitigating circumstances series of factors which show that the

cartel lied no or only lnsiqnificant effect on the segment of the relevant market

369 According to the applicant the Commission should have taken into account first the fact

that between 1986 and 1992 the transaction prices secured by the applicant on the Italian

market the main outlet for Its products had always followed changes in the Lidustriai prices

index Second it should have taken into account the ease with which other types of products

such as all those derived from plastic may be substituted for caitonboard which it daims means

that any form of exploitation of the market is preduded or extremely limited Third and last the

Commission should have taken account of the fact that during the period in question GD grade

had lost large part of its market share to GCgrade Having regard also to the erosion of the

applicants market share and to the level of increases of Italian prices which was lower than the

level of price increases on the other European markets it should therefore be conduded that the

cartel was not successful for the applicant

370 The Commission obsetves that it/s necessary to assess the cartels impact on the market as

whole and that from that point of view the cartel was in fact very successful In any event none
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oft/ia factors in yoked by the applicant can be regarded as mitigating circumstance justify/rig

reduction of the fine

findings of the Court

371 The Court has a/ready considered the question whether the Commission had correctly

assessed the effects of the Infringement on the market see paragraph 295 et seq above and

whether the appllcant conduct on the market should have been taken frito account as

mitiqating circumstance when the amount of the fine was set see paragiph 360 et seq above

372 Having regard to those findings of the Couti the arguments on which the applicant relies/n

support of the present plea cannot be upheld

373 Since the collusion on prices concerned bet/i GC cartonboard and GD cartonboard and there

is nothing to support the view that the appllcants own conduct helped to counter the ant/

competitive effects of the infringement the Commission was fully entitled not to take frito

account when determining the amount of the fine linposed on the applicant the loss of market

share from GD caitonboard to GC cartonboard Furthermore the appilcant has not shown that

there Lc lfrikbet wean the Infringement and changes/n the market shares of the various grades

of cartonboard

374 Furthermore even assuming that the increases/n transaction prices found on the Italian

market the appficantc main outlet were lower than those found on the other Community

markets It suffices to observe that the collusion on prices/n which the appllcantpartldpated

concerned almost the whole of the territoly of the Community and that the applicant announced

the agreed pr/ce increases on all the pr/n cioa/ European markets see tables to annexed to

the Dads/on

375 Finally any hiqh degree of interchangeability between cartonboard and other products

cannot affect the findings a/ready made by the Court regara7ng the effects of collusion on prices

see paragraph 295 at seq above

376 Consequently this plea must be rejected

Mater/al error/n the calculation oft/ia fine imposed on Sarrió

Arguments of the pa/ties

377 The appilcant submits that the Commission committed material error when it calculated the

fine The Commission took the turnover figure for 1990 which was sent to It/n August1991 in

reply to request for information underArtide 11 of Regulation No whereas itshouidhave

cakulated the fine by reference to the corrected and cenWied turnover figure sent/n 1993 as an

annex to the reply to the statement of objections

378 In those circumstances the Commission not only committed material error in calculating

the fine imposed on Sarr/ó but it also Infringed the prlncile of equal treatment because the fines

imposed on the other addressees of the Decision were calculated on correct bas In calculating

the fine on the basis of turnover figure furnished before Sarrid could have foreseen the

frnposition of fine and/n inoriiig the certified figures pro vided subsequently the Commission

also fnfringedSarriós rihts of defence

379 The Commission counters by stating that It/s precisely in order to avoid any dispute that it

used the turnover figure supplied in reply to request for Information under Art/de 11 of

Regulation No 17 and that it does not see why the figure sent before the statement of objections

is incorrect while the figure sent after it/s correct

Findings of the Court

380 Having regard to the documents before the Court the Commission dki not commit any error

in adopting as its basis for calculating the fine the 1990 turnover figure sent by the applicant hi

August1991 and not the corrected figure sent/n May1993 An undertaking which during the

administrative procedure before the Commission corrects figure such as turnover figure

previously sent to the Commission in reply to one of its requests for information must set out in

detail the reasons for which the figure initially sent s/iou/dna longer be adopted for the remainder

of the procedure

381 The applicant did not do so/n the present case In its reply to the statement of objections the

applicant merely stated that the 1990 turnover figure had been corrected by subtracting amounts
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relating to internal group operations to sales of products falling outside the scope of the

Comm/sion Investigation boxes and raw cartonboard complaints quantity rebates unsold

goods and discounts allowed to customers but without supporting that rectification by means of

detailed breakdown In figures Moreovei the rectified turnover figure was not certified by an

accountant and the applicant confirmed at the hearIng that its claim In that regard was incorrect

In the result the Commission acted correctly in rejectlng the rectified turnover figure and/n

calculating the fine on the basis of the turnover figure oriinaJ/y submitted

382 The plea must therefore be rejected

Error/n the method of calculating the fine

Arguments of the parties

383 The applicant states that in arriving at the amount of the fine the Commission first converted

the turnover for the relevant finaridalyea namely 1990 into ecus applying the average rate

applicable for that yea/ and then determined the amount of the fine by applying the previously

establIshed percentage namely 6% in Its case In so doing the Commission failed to take

account of the effects of monetaly fluctuations since both the Spanish peseta and the Italian fira

had undergone substantf devaluation as against the ecu and the other European currencies

since 1990 The applicant claims that today Hi national currency it will have to pay approximately

PTA 2452 million in order to discharge the fine On the basis of the certified turnover figure PTA
27256 million relating to cartonboard sales wit/i/n the Community In 1990 fine of 6% of that

amount would have been approximately PTA 1635 million The fine actually imposed therefore

represents an additional financial charge of PTA Sl7mllion According to the applicant if the

exchange rate applicable at the moment when the Dedsion was published/s usea the amount of

the fine in fact corresponds to approximately 9% of its 1990 tumover It must therefore be

conduded that either the Commission did not take account of the one-third reduction which It had

nevertheless allowed or that before that reduction the fine corresponds to approximately 13.4%

of the relevant turnover figure thereby exceeding the legal limit of 10% of turnover laid down in

Art/de 152 of Regulation No 17

384 The applicant submits next that the purpose of the percentage rate of the fine is to

express the conclusion reached by the Commission as regards the amount and therefore the

hnpact which the fine should represent in relation to the turnover of the undertaking concerned

Consequently the amount of the fine must be determined on the basic of the assessment of the

gravity of the infringement ana by contrast factors such as monetary fluctuations which are

unrelated to the Infringement to be punished and which are not imputable to the person

responsible for that lnfringement must not therefore affect the amount of the fine The applicant

refers to the Opinion of Advocate General SYr Gordon Sly/in In Mus/que Diffusion Française and

Others Commission cited above at 1914 accordIng to which when fixing the amount of

fines it is necessary to take account of the most recent turnover figure which then best reflects

the undertakings real position

385 It considers that its contention that the amount of the fine should not be affected by

exchange rate fluctuations is confirmed by the judgment of the Court of Justice in Jo/ned Cases

41/73 43/73 and 44/73 friterpretation SocidtØAnonyme GØndraie SucrIàre and Others

Commission ECR 445 paragraphs 12 to .17 As regards that judgment the applicant in its

reply contests the Commlssionc contention that it confirms that if the unit of account u.a.2
relevant at that time had been currency of payment its conversion into national currency would

have been unnecessaiy

386 The applicant dalms that the Decision also leads to unjustified differences fri treatment

beca use the monetary fluctuations completely alter the reiationshii between the various fines

frnposecL It states that between 1990 and 1994 the peseta was devalued by 22% as against the

ecu whereas during the same perioa the Dutch German andAustrian currencies were revalued

by approximately 75% as against the ecu Consequently without any objective grounds the

appilcant received fine which entailed for It cost approximately 30% more than the cost of

fines imposed on other undertakings and particularly the German undertakings

387 The applicant condudes that nettling requires the Commission to express the amount of the

fine in ecus and that it should therefore have expressed that amount in national currency/n order

to avoid unjustified differences in treatment Even assuming that the Commission has the power
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to express the amount of the fine in eats it should at least have used an exchange rate which

ensures equal treatnienl namely the exchange rate at the time when the fine was imposed the

day of the pubilcat/on or of notification of the Decision

388 The Commission observes thatArtide 152 of Regulation No 17 allows it to impose fines

not exceeding 10% of the turnover in the preceding business year of each of the undertakings

pamcioating in the infringement That rate of 10% applied to overall turnover constitutes the

upper lfrn/t of the fine Case C-279/87 7op- Commissioi summary pub//cat/on ECR I-

261 paragraph 38 et seq. Thus since the Commission determined the fine by reference to the

1990 financial yea the last complete year during which the cartel operated and converted all the

turnover figures Into ecus on the basis of the average exchange rate for that year it kept with/n

the limits laid down by Regulation No 17

389 The conversion into ecus on the basis of the exchange rate in the reference year pro v/des the

actual turnover expressed in ecus predsely in order to avoid any discrh7i/nation between the

addressee undertakIngs resulting from fluctuations fri the national currendes of the various

Member States The judgment fri SocidtØAnonyme GØnØrale SucriŁre and Others commission

dted above does riot support the appllcants contention It Is dear from that judgment that it

deals only with the question of whether ornot it is necessay to express the fine/n national

currency owing to the fact that the u.a was not currency of payment

390 As to the allegedly discriminatory effects of the method appiled the Commission states that

the risk of monetary fluctuations is inherent In commerce and international trade It is factor

which is bnposs/ble to eliminate and which will/a any event affect the amount of the fine at the

moment of payment Howeve it/s precisely by the conversion of the turnover figures frito ecus

that any discrimination is best eliThinated By that method the fine is calculated/n real terms

The imposition of the fine fri national currency would ultimately render it wholly nomIna to the

benefit as the appllcant calculations prove of undertakings whose turnover is expressed/n

weak curreacyc It should be noted that the value of the ecu/s determined on the basis of the

value of each national currency and that since the addressee undertakings of the Decision

operate in various Member States and/n various national currencies conversion into eats is an

effective application of the prfriciole of equal treatment

391 As to the appllcants argument that the Commission should at the very least have used the

exchange rate prevailing at the time when the fine was frnposea the Commission counters by

stating that the turnover figure for the reference year had real value at the rate in force at that

moment and not at the subsequent rate fri force at the moment when the Dedsion was adopted

findings of the Court

392 Article of the Decision provides that the fines imposed are to be payable in ecus

393 Nothing predudes the Commission from expressing the amount of the fine In ecus

monetary unit which Is convertible into national currency That also allows the undertakings more

easily to compare the amounts of the fines imposed Moreove the possibility of converting the

ecu Into national currency distinguishes that monetary unit from the unit of accountreferred to

In ArtIcle 152 of Regulation No L7 in regard to which the Court expressly held that since it was
not currency in which payment was made it necessarily meant that the amount of the fine had

to be determined in national currency SociØtØAnonyme GØnØrale SucriŁre and Others

Commission cited above paragraph 15
394 The Court cannot uphold the appilcants criticism in regard to the legailty of the Commissions

method of con verting into ecus the undertakings reference turnover at the average exchange

rate for that same year 1990

395 First of a4 the Commission should ordinarily use one and the same method of calculating the

fines Imposed on the undertakings penalised for ha v/ag particoated in the same infringement

see Musique Diffusion Franca/se and Others Commission dted above paragraph 122

396 Second in order to be able to compare the different turnover figures sent to it which are

expressed In the respective national currencies of the undertakings concerned the Commission

must convert those figures into single monetary unit As the value of the ecu/s determined in

accordance with the value of each national currency of the Member States the Commission

rightly converted the turnover figure of each of the undertakings into eats
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397 The Commission a/so acted correctly In taking the turnover/n the reference year 1990 and

converting that figure Into ecus on the basis of the average exchange rates for that same year In

the first case the taking into account of the turnover achieved by each undertaking during the

reference yea that Is to say the last complete year of the period of Infringement founc4 enabled

the Commission to assess the size and economic power of each undertaking and the scale of the

infringement committed by each of them those aspects being relevant for an assessment of the

gravity of the infringement committed by each undertaking see Musique Diffusion Franca/se and

Others Commission cited above paragraphs 120 and 121 In the second place taking into

account fri order to convert the turnover figures in question into ecus the average exchange

rates for the reference year adopteo enabled the Commission to prevent any monetary

fluctuations occurring after the cessation of the frifthigement from affecting the assessment of the

undertak/ngsre/ative size and economic power and the scale of the infringement committed by
each of them anc4 accordingly its assessment of the gravity of that Infringement The assessment

of the gravity of an infringement must have regard to the economic reality as revealed at the tfrne

when that InfilAgement was committed

398 Thus the argument that the turnover figure for the reference year should have been

converted Into ecus on the basis of the rate of exchange at the date of adoption of the Decision

cannot be upheld The method of calculating the fine by using the average rate of exchange for

the reference year makes it possible to avoid the uncertain effects of changes in the real value of

the national currencies which may and lii this case actually dk4 arise between the reference year

and the year in which the Decision was adopted Although this method maymean that given

undertaking must pay an amount expressed in national currency which is in nominal terms

greater or less than that which it would have had to pay if the rate of exchange at the date of

adoption of the Decision had been app/leo that/s merely the logical consequence of fluctuations

in the real values of the various national currencies

399 In addition several of the addressee undertakings of the Decision own cartonboard mills in

more than one country see points and 11 of the Decision Moreove the addressees of the

Decision generally carry out their activities/n more than one Member State through the

Intermediary of local representatives As result they operate/n several national currende The

applicant itself achieves considerable part of its turnover on export markets Where decision

llke the decision at Issue penaNces infringements of Article 851 of the Treaty and where the

addressees of the decision generally pursue their activities in several Member States the turnover

for the reference year converted into ecus at the average exchange rate used during that same

year/s made up of the sum of the turnovers achieved in each country fri which the undertaking

operates It therefore takes perfect account of the actual economic situation of the undertakings

concerned during the reference year

400 Lastly itis necesary to determine whethe as the applicant clahns the ceiling set byAffide

152 of Regulation No .EZ namely 10% of the turnover in the preceding business year was

exceeded by reason of the monetary fluctuations which occurred after the reference year

401 According to the case-law of the Court of Justlc4 the percentage referred to In that pro vision

refers to the total turnover of the undertaking in quest/on Musique Diffusion Franca/se and

Others Commission paragraph 119

402 For the purposes of Artide 152 of Regulation No .17 preceding business year Vs the one

which precedes the date of the decision namely lii the present case the last full business year of

each of the undertakings concerned as at 13 July1994

403 In the lriht of those considerations the Court holds on the basis of the information supplied

by the applicant in reply to written question put by this Court that the amount of the fine

converted into national currency at the rate of exchange prevailing at the time when the Decision

was published does not exceed 10% of the appilcants total turnover/n 1993

404 Having regard to the foregoing this plea must be rejected

3- Erroneous calculation of the part of the fine corresponding to the infringement imputed to Prat

Carton and infringement of the obliqation to state reasons in that regard

Arguments of the parties

405 The applicant daims that the Commission wrongly calculated the part of the fine
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corresponaZig to the frifrfrigement allegedly committed by Prat Carton in that it adopted the same

percentage of turnover as that selected for the applicant namely 9% reduced by one-third on

account of its cooperation during the Investigation of the case Howevei the limited particivat/on

of Prat Carton in the meetings of the JMC from June 1990 to March .1991 and the fact that it was

not ringleader were grounds for reducing the amount of the fina

406 Lastly the applicant complains of total lack of transparency and absence of reasons for the

calculation of the part of the fine corresponding to the Infringement frnputed to Prat Carton

407 The Commission observes that as it explained in point 154 of the Decision the applicant

which acquired Prat Carton in Februaiy 1991 is- responsible for the latterc anti-competitive

conduct for the whole of the period of its membershib of the ca/teL Since the Decision imposed

single fine on the applicant which was calculated on the basis of its total turnover for

cartonboara and thus induded the turnover of Prat Carton the conduct of the latter undertaking

did not give rise to the imposition of separate fine According to the Commission the appllcants

argument is therefore at variance with the fact that fine was frnposed on the applicant alone

408 In those cfrcumstances any daim of lack of transparency or In coherency in the statement

of reasons of the Decision in that connection is also to be rejected

Findings of the Court

409 Accordig to tile CommissionS explanations the fine imposed on the applicant corresponds

to 6% of the turnover achieved in 1990 by the applicant and Prat Carton together rate of 9%
adopted against ringleaders reduced by one-third on account of the appllcantS cooperative

attitude Even though in such case it is desirable that the Decision should contain fuller

explanation of the calculation method applle4 for the reasons already stated see paragraphs 351

to 353 above the applicant s- daim that there has been an infringement of Article 190 of the

Treaty mustbe rejected

410 Next it should be observed see paragraph 250 above that the Commission has

demonstrated Prat Cartonc particioation in collusion on prices and collusion on downtime

between June .1990 and Februaiy 1991 On the other /iand it has been held that the Commission

has not adequately proved Prat Cartons pafticaion in collusion on market shares during the

same period nor its particoation from mid-1986 until June 1990/n one of the constituent

elements of tile infringement set out in A/tide of the Decision

411 Because Prat Carton pa/tlciated in some only of the constituent elements of the

infringement and for much lesser period than that found by the Commission the amount of the

fine frnposed on the applicant must be reduced

412 In the present case as none of the other pleas on which the applicant relies justifies reducing

the fine the Court exercising Its unlimited jurisdiction sets the amount of that fine at ECU .14

million

Decision on costs

Costs

413 UnderArtide 873 of the Rules of Procedure the Court may where each party succeeds on

some and falls on other grounds order costs to be shared or order each party to bear its own

costs As the action has been only part/ally successfuI the Court considers it fair in the

circumstances of the case to order the applicant to bear its own costs and to pay one-half of the

Commission s- costs and to order the Commission to bear the other half of its own costs

Operative part

On those grounds

THE COURTOFFIRSTI1VSTANCE
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Third Chamber Extended Composition

hereby

Annuls as regards the applicant the first to fourth paragraphs ofArt/de of Commission

Decision 94/601/EC of 13 July1994 relating to proceeding underArtide 85 of the EC Treaty

IV/C/33.833 Cartonboard save and except the following passages

The undertakings named/n Article shall forthwith bring the said infringement to an end if they

have not already done so They shall henceforth refrain in relation to their cartonboardactMtles

from any agreement or concerted practice which mayhave the same or similarobject or effect

including any exchange of commercial information

by which the participants are directly or indirectly informed of the production sales order

backlog mach/ne cit/I/sat/on rates selling prices costs or marketing plans of other /ndMduai

producers

Any scheme for the exchange of general Information to which they subscribe such as the fides

system or its successor shall be so conducted as to exdude any Information from which the

behaviour of individual producers can be identified

Sets the amount of the fine imposed on the applicant /yAdide of Decision 94/601 at ECU 14

mi/lion

Dismisses the application as regards the remaining c/aims

Orders the applicant to bear its costs and to pay one-half of the Commissions costs

Orders the Commission to bear one-half of its costs
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